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English Language Paper 1 has one fiction extract and is 1hr 45 minutes long.

Y11 English Language

Spend the first 10 minutes reading and re-reading the extract. Make sure you understand it.
Section A: Reading

Question

Skill

1

Identify

2

3

4

Question
stem

Marks

Top tips

List four
things.

4

This question is worth 4 marks, so you have to find 4 separate
points
 You can list the things, use quotations or put quotes in
your own words.
 No long explanations needed.
Here, you are looking at what the author has done to create
meaning. This means you should be looking at:
 -Word choices used by the author (their meaning and
connotations)
 -Techniques used by the author and their effect
- Punctuation and sentence structures and how
they create effect
- You will be looking for information that is
suggested, not obviously said.
 You must look at breaking down meaning in a quotation,
then explain how it links to the focus of the question.
Have a clear focus on the beginning, middle and end of the extract
 What has the writer focused on and WHY?
 What do we learn because of the ORDER of events?
 What are the links between paragraphs?
 Is there a link between the beginning and the end?
Here, you will be given a statement about a text and you have to
explain whether you agree or disagree with it. Your answer must:
 Give reasons for your answers
 Support your comments with relevant quotations from
the text.
 Comment on the overall effects that are created by the
author
 You must refer to whether you think the extract is
successful/effective or not and give reasons why.
 Your evaluation and explanation must include language
analysis.

Language How does
the writer’s
use of
language…?

Structure

Evaluate

How does
the writer
use
structure…?
To what
extent do
you agree?

8

8

20

Section B: Writing
Narrative or descriptive writing based on
image or a given title.
Take 5 minutes to plan your ideas.
Be like a camera:
 Start with a long shot of whole picture.
 Zoom in on one area of the mage
 Track across the image and zoom in on
another area.
 Zoom out to a medium shot
 Zoom back in to a big close up.
Use language and structural devices.
Remember this is a creative piece so needs to
contain a number of descriptive methods and
techniques.
Remember to use paragraphs and different
types of sentences.
Use a range of punctuation.
Last 5 minutes: Reread your paper.
Vocabulary

Language Structure
Explain
Analyse
Terminology Tone
Style
Register Form
Purpose Audience
Inference Implicit Explicit
Craft
Perceptive
Judicious

Y11 English Literature

‘A Christmas Carol’ is the first question on your English Literature Paper 1. You need to be able to
analyse the extract and show a secure knowledge of the whole text.
Plot overview

Stave
1

Stave
2
Stave
3

Stave
4

Stave
5

Ebenezer Scrooge is at work in his counting house. Despite the Christmas Eve cold, he refuses to spend
money on coals for the fire. Scrooge's turns down his nephew, Fred’s, invitation to his Christmas party and
the request of two men who want money for charity. Scrooge is visited by the ghost of his dead partner,
Jacob Marley, who tells Scrooge that, due to his greedy life, he has to wander the Earth wearing heavy chains.
Marley tries to stop Scrooge from doing the same. He tells Scrooge that three spirits will visit him during the
next three nights. Scrooge falls asleep.
He wakes and the Ghost of Christmas Past takes Scrooge into the past. Invisible to those he watches, Scrooge
revisits his childhood school days, his apprenticeship with a jolly merchant named Fezziwig, and his
engagement to Belle, who leaves Scrooge as he loves money too much to love another human being. Scrooge
sheds tears of regret before being returned to his bed.
The Ghost of Christmas Present shows Scrooge Christmas as it will happen that year. Scrooge watches the
Cratchit family eat a tiny meal in their little home. He sees Bob Cratchit's crippled son, Tiny Tim, whose
kindness and humility warm Scrooge's heart. The spectre shows Scrooge his nephew's Christmas party.
Scrooge asks the spirit to stay until the very end. Toward the end of the day the ghost shows Scrooge two
starved children, Ignorance and Want. He vanishes as Scrooge notices a dark, hooded figure coming.
The Ghost of Christmas Yet to Come takes Scrooge through a sequence of scenes linked to an unnamed man's
death. Scrooge is keen to learn the lesson. He begs to know the name of the dead man. He finds himself in a
churchyard with the spirit pointing to a grave. Scrooge looks at the headstone and is shocked to read his own
name. He is desperate to change his fate and promises to change his ways. He suddenly finds himself safely
tucked in his bed.
Scrooge rushes out onto the street hoping to share his newfound Christmas spirit. He sends a turkey to the
Cratchit house and goes to Fred's party, As the years go by he continues to celebrate Christmas with all his
heart. He treats Tiny Tim as if he were his own child, gives gifts for the poor and is kind, generous and warm.

Key Themes and
Ideas:
Poverty, Fate, Charity,
Transformation,
Capitalism, Greed, Money,
Redemption, Family,
Friendship, Religion,
Morality,
Isolation/Loneliness,
Choices, Memory and the
past, Compassion,
Forgiveness, Guilt and
blame, Time, Rationality

Key Characters:
Ebenezer Scrooge: A selfish business man who transforms
into a charitable philanthropist.
Jacob Marley: Scrooge’s dead partner who returns as a ghost
to warn scrooge to change his ways.
Fred: Scrooge’s caring nephew who acts as the antithesis to
Scrooge.
Bob Cratchit: Scrooge’s clerk who doesn’t have much
money. He loves his family and is shown to be happy and
morally upright.
Tiny Tim: Bob’s ill son whose story plays a part in inspiring
Scrooge’s transformation.
The Ghost of Christmas Past: A strange combination of a
number of contrasts, wearing white robes with a ‘bright jet of
light’ from its head.
The Ghost of Christmas Present: A jolly giant surrounded
by a warm glow. The personification of the Christmas spirit.
The Ghost of Christmas Yet to Come: A robed and
hooded phantom who confronts Scrooge with his own death.

Social and Historical Context: Poverty and the Poor Law
The population of the towns and cities was increasing rapidly. Due to the effects of the industrial revolution, people were flocking into the towns and cities in
search of employment. Large numbers of people were looking for work, so wages were low, barely above subsistence level. If work dried up, or was seasonal,
men were laid off, and because they had hardly enough to live on when they were in work, they had no savings to fall back on. Living conditions for the poor
were appalling- large houses were turned into flats and the landlords who owned them, were not concerned about the upkeep or the condition. These houses
were extremely overcrowded and dirty. There were children living with their families in these desperate situations but there were also numerous homeless
children living on the streets of London. Sometimes, the only water the poor had access to was from the sewage ditch in the street.
The Poor Law Amendment Act of 1834 allowed the poor to receive public assistance only if they went to the workhouse. Workhouses were deliberately made
to be miserable in order to deter the poor from relying on public assistance. In the workhouse, the poor had to work for their food and accommodation.
Workhouses were appalling places and the poor would often beg on the streets or die to avoid going to these places. Upon entering the workhouse, the poor
were stripped and bathed. If a family entered the workhouse, they were split up and they would be punished if they tried to speak to one another. Children
received an education which did not include the two most important skills of all, reading and writing, which were needed to get a good job. They sometimes
were ‘hired out’ to work in factories and mines where they were made to do dangerous and deadly jobs.

Y11 Maths Foundation

For further revision
materials visit:
Corbettmaths

Y11 Maths Higher

For further revision materials visit: Corbettmaths

Y11 Biology

Y11 Chemistry
A formulation is a
mixture that has been
designed as a useful
product.

Formulation

Gas

Test

Hydrogen

Burning
splint

‘Pop’ sound.

Oxygen

Glowing
splint

Re-lights the
splint.

Chlorine

Carbon
dioxide

Litmus paper
(damp)

Limewater

Pure
substances

A pure substance is a
single element or
compound, not mixed
with any other
substance.

Pure substances melt and boil at
specific temperatures. Heating
graphs can be used to distinguish
pure substances from impure.

Positive result

Chromatography

Can be used to
separate mixtures
and help identify
substances.

Rf Values

The ratio of the
distance moved by a
compound to the
distance moved by
solvent.

Rf = distance moved by substance
distance moved by solvent

Pure substances

The compounds in a
mixture separate
into different spots.

This depends on the solvent used. A
pure substance will produce a single
spot in all solvents whereas an impure
substance will produce multiple spots.

Involves a mobile phase (e.g. water or
ethanol) and a stationary phase (e.g.
chromatography paper).

Bleaches the
paper white.

Goes cloudy (as
a solid calcium
carbonate
forms).

Y11 Physics

When the resultant force on an still object = 0,
the object is stationary.

Newton’s
first Law

Balanced
forces

Newton’s
second
Law

Unbalanced
forces

When the resultant force is greater than 0, the
object accelerates. It could speed up, slow down
or change direction.

Newton’s
third Law

Equal and
opposite
forces

When two objects interact the forces exerted are
equal and in an opposite direction.

When the resultant force on a moving object = 0,
the object is at a constant speed.

Force = mass X acceleration

AQA FORCES

Describing motion
Forces and braking
Speed /
velocity

Metres per second
(m/s)

Distance

Metres (m)

Time

Seconds (s)

Acceleration

Speed is
rarely
constant.

Metres per second
2

squared (m/s )

Force

Newton (N)

Mass

Kilogram (Kg)

Momentum

Frictional forces decelerate a
moving object and bring it to rest.

Kilograms metres per
second (Kgm/s)

Terminal
velocity

Weight of an
object is
balanced by
resistive forces

Object moves at a
constant velocity.
Resultant force = 0

Car on motorway

30m/s

Train

60m/s

Jet plane

200m/s

Speed

How fast an object moves

Scalar

Displacement

Includes the distance and
direction an object moves

vector

Distance

How far an object moves

scalar

Year 11 History

Why was there conflict?
Marriage

The Spanish Armada
Date

Event

28 May 1588

Philip launched his Armada: 151 ships, 7000
sailors and 34,000 soldiers would sail to the
Netherlands to collect troops then invade
England. They would sale in a crescent
formation.

31 July - 4 August

English ships attack Spanish as they enter the
English channel

6 August

Armada anchored off Dutch coast. The
English, led by Francis Drake, strike.

7 August

8 fire ships sent into the Spanish fleet. There
was panic and the well organised Armada
plunged into chaos.

8 August

Battle of Gravelines. The English fire
constantly. Spanish ships damaged. The
Spanish commander, the Duke of MedinaSidonia, tried to lead his troops home.

August - Sept

A great storm blew the retreating Armada off
course. Their food is rotten and they have no
maps for waters around Scotland. Of 151
ships only 65 return to Spain

The Papal Bull
(1570)
Religious
differences
The actions of
sailors
The
Netherlands

Philip wanted to marry Elizabeth but she refused.
He proposed in 1559.
The Pope called for all Catholics to challenge her
rule. Philip was keen to follow the Pope’s
instructions.
Philip was Catholic and Elizabeth Protestant
Sir Francis Drake and other sailors spent years
raiding Spanish ports and ships and stealing from
Spanish colonies. E.g. 1587 Cadiz. Elizabeth
encouraged these acts.
Philip also ruled the Netherlands. In 1566 there
was a Protestant uprising and Elizabeth sent
money. This angered Philip. In 1585 Elizabeth send
troops. She sent Robert Dudley and 7000
soldiers.

How was the Armada defeated?
English Tactics
The fire ships
broke the
formation of the
ships.
The bombardment
by the English
cannons.
The English had
faster ships and
experienced
commanders.

Spanish mistakes
Spanish ships were
designed for the
Mediterranean.
They were delayed
in the Netherlands
because the soldiers
were not ready.
Their weapons
were for land use.
Brought many of
the wrong
cannonballs.
Commanders
inexperienced.

Weather
Storms caused great
destruction to the
Spanish fleet.
The storms delayed
their return to
Spain, meaning that
their food and
water went off or
ran out.

Consequences
Great victory for
Elizabeth. Proved
England was a major
naval power. Under
the threat of foreign
invasion, most
catholics had
declared their
loyalty to Elizabeth.
It made Elizabeth
popular.

Y11 Geography

Bhendi Bazaar – mixed area of chawls and 1,250 shops and stalls in
Dharavi. This area is overcrowded, there is no waste disposal system
and limited water supply. There are plans to demolish 250 buildings
and replace them with 17 high-rise tower blocks

A sustainable community has…..









Jobs available locally
Public transport available to everyone
Schemes to reduced car ownership such as increased parking
costs
Green technology to reduce heating costs and carbon
emission
Some affordable housing for people on lower income
A brownfield site rather than a greenfield site
Local facilities for people of all ages e.g. crèche, youth group,
community centre
Some buildings designed for elderly or disabled people with
wide doorways for wheelchair users and ground floor
bedrooms and bathrooms

Benefits of Wholesale Clearance – The new development is to be
sustainable:







Mixture of houses and shops so people can live locally
Wide roads will replace narrow alleyways to improve transport
Open spaces and green parks for family friendly areas
Improved public transport and car parks
Some current residents will be provided with new housing.
Government will be able to generate income from the
development unlike the illegal settlements currently in place

Problems of Wholesale Clearance:




Some people will be forced to move out the area. People will no longer be able to work in the area
Sense of community will be lost to modernized buildings. May become less sustainable – less ragpickers
(waste collection)

Micro credit schemes / self-help schemes

Make sure you can DEVELOP answers…

What is the Micro-Credit Scheme?

e.g. Safety is an important factor in sustainable
communities. If residents don’t feel safe then they
may decide to move to another area. This means
that local businesses may lose customers and
eventually be forced to close. This may result in
other people moving due to lack of jobs, services
(ELABORATION IS KEY IN AO3 questions)

Finance is a major problem for business people working in the informal sector. They have low incomes and few savings. High street banks
won’t lend them money and borrowing money from a money lender means paying back huge interest repayments.
The micro-credit scheme allows informal workers to save small amounts of money, take small loans, improve their business and pay the
money back at a reasonable interest rate
What are the benefits of the Micro-Credit Scheme?
Micro-credit Scheme allows informal workers to take small loans for business ideas
People can save small amounts of money to improve their businesses
Money is paid back the money back at a reasonable rate to organisations willing to support the scheme (e.g. the Vandana Foundation).
It is cheaper and requires less decision compared to top-down development.
What are the problems of the Micro-credit Scheme?

1.
2.
3.

Lack of government support for small scale schemes – limited impact
May take time to improve the local economy
Loans still need to be paid back which may leave some in debt.

Y11 French

Y11 German

Y11 Spanish

Y11 BTEC Sport

Y11 Art

Watch and learn.
Asking Artistic question?
Practice the use of these words by asking
the following questions about your Art
work or the work of others?
Composition: How is the space used? Does
the image fill the canvas/paper?

https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/subjects/z6hs34j

Light: highlighted areas? Shadows? Time of
day? Natural light or artificial? Harsh or
soft? Reflected or direct? Abstract?
Line: are there any lines that are
prominent? Are they straight, curvy, thin or
thick? Do the lines create direction? Do they
outline? Do the lines show movement or
energy?
Repetition: are there any objects, shapes
or lines which repeat and create a pattern?
Shape: do you see geometric or organic
shapes? What are they?
Space: positive or negative? Is there a
depth to the work?
Texture: smooth or rough? Does the work
give the impression of texture?
Tone: is there a range of tones from dark
to light? Where is the darkest? Where is
the lightest?

Pinterest is a great way to collect the
work of individual Artists, themes or
cultures. These images can motivate you
and help formulate the kinds of imagery
& art that you enjoy and are inspired by.
Task: Create your own Pinterest boards
on your own favourite artists, cultures
and inspirations.

Key Vocabulary.
Bleeding:-Describes the action of one colour running into another. Most
applicable to watercolour where a second or third colour can be dropped
onto an already applied wash while wet.
Brief:-A designer's brief, or creative brief, is what a client will give to a
designer to help them come up with a creative solution or set of concepts.
Brushwork:-Refers to the way paint is applied in a painting, describing
texture of the paint surface applied with a brush.
Collage:-Describes both the technique and the resulting work of art in which
pieces of paper, photographs, fabric and other materials are arranged and
stuck down onto a supporting surface.
Colour wash:-A term used to describe the transparent layers of colour in a
watercolour.
Complementary colours:-Red and green, yellow and purple, blue and orange.
These colours lie opposite each other on the colour wheel.
Composition:-The arrangement of elements within a work of art.
Contrast:-The difference in colour found between the light and dark parts of
an image.
Cross hatching:-Mark making technique using crisscrossed lines which are
used to build up shadow and tone. They can be created using crisscrossed
hand or machine stitches as well as 2D media.
Drawing:-A technique in which images are created on a surface using lines
and other marks. Drawings may also consist of areas of tone, washes and
other non-linear marks. Drawing activity should fulfil a purpose or a need,
rather than demonstrate technical mastery. Drawing might, therefore, take
many different forms as it features in the creative journey undertaken.
Form:-In relation to art the term form has two meanings: it can refer to the
overall form taken by the work – its physical nature; or within a work of art
it can refer to the element of shape among the various elements that make
up a work.
Exaggerated:-Enlarged or altered beyond normal proportions. Exaggeration
could be seen in overstating the features of a subject or in overemphasising
the colour or surface of an image or artefact.
Media (in art):-Refers to the materials you use to create your art. Mixed
media is artwork in the making of which more than one medium has been
employed.
Primary colours:-Any hue that, in theory, cannot be created by a mixture of
any other hues. Varying combinations of the primary hues can be used to
create all the other hues of the spectrum. In pigment the primaries are red,
yellow, and blue.
Secondary colours:-A hue created by combining two primary colours, as
yellow and blue mixed together yield green. In pigment the secondary
colours are orange, green, and violet.
Style:-Style may refer to the visual appearance of a work of art that relates
it to other works by artists from a particular genre, or "school", art
movement or culture (for example, an impressionist style). Style can also
mean the way you have made your work (for example, an expressive style).
Tone:-The lightness or darkness of something – this could be a shade, or
how dark or light a colour appears.

Y11 Photography

Key Vocabulary.
Abstract: an image that emphasises the formal elements (line, shape, tone,
pattern, texture, colour) rather than specific, recognisable objects.
Content: the subject, topic or information captured in a photograph.
Direct approach: confronting a scene in a straight- forward manner, without
using unusual angles or distortion.
Expressive: concerned with communicating emotion.
Geometric shape: shapes found in geometry, such as circles, squares, triangles,
etc.
Intention: reason(s) why the photographer made a particular image.
Organic shape: shapes based on natural objects such as plants, pods, leaves,
etc.
Representational: an image which shows recognisable objects, not abstract.
Subject: the main object or person(s) in a photograph.
Theme: dominant idea in a work of art or a collection of works.
Composition: the arrangement or structure of the elements that make up an
image.
Central focus: the objects(s) which appears most prominently and/or most
clearly focused in a photograph.
Vantage Point: the place from which a photographer takes a photograph.
Angle: the vantage point from which the photograph was taken; generally used
when discussing a photograph taken from an unusual or exaggerated vantage
point.
Background: the part of a scene or picture that is or seems to be toward the
back.
Balance: the distribution of visual elements in a photograph. Symmetrical
balance distributes visual elements evenly in an image. Asymmetrical/balance is
found when visual elements are not evenly distributed in an image.
Contour: the outline of an object or shape.
Contrast: strong visual differences between light and dark, varying textures,
sizes, etc.
Framing: what the photographer has placed within the boundaries of the
photograph.
Setting: actual physical surrounding or scenery whether real or artificial.
Aperture: the opening through which light passes to reach the photographic film
in a camera.
Depth of field: the distance between the nearest and furthest parts of a
photograph that are in clear focus.
Emphasise: to give special attention to something or suggest that it has extra
importance.
Leading lines: lines within a composition which lead the viewer’s eye to the
focal point and creates distance.
Saturation: how strong or intense a hue or colour is.

Watch and learn.

Asking photographic
question?
Practice the use of these words by
asking the following questions about
your photography or the work of others?
Focus: what areas appear clearest or
sharpest in the photograph? What do not?

https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/
guides/zgwpnbk/revision/1

Pinterest is a great way to
collect the work of individual
photographers, themes or
cultures. These images can
motivate you and help
formulate the kinds of
photography that you enjoy
and are inspired by.
Task: Create your own Pinterest
boards on your own favourite
photographers, cultures and
inspirations.

Light: highlighted areas? Shadows? Time
of day? Natural light or artificial? Harsh
or soft? Reflected or direct? Abstract?
Line: are there any lines that are
prominent? Are they straight, curvy, thin or
thick? Do the lines create direction in the
photograph? Do they outline? Do the lines
show movement or energy?
Repetition: are there any objects, shapes
or lines which repeat and create a
pattern?
Shape: do you see geometric or organic
shapes? What are they?
Space: positive or negative? Is there a
depth to the photograph?
Texture: smooth or rough? Does the
photograph give the impression of
texture?
Tone: is there a range of tones from dark
to light? Where is the darkest? Where is
the lightest?

Y11 Design Technology

Y11 iMedia

Y11 Hospitality and Catering
Counter
service

Table
service

Personal
service

Cafeteria
Self service
Fast food
Take away
Buffet
Carvery

Plate service
Family service
Silver service
Gueridon
service

Travel service
Tray service
Vending
service

Unit 1 – AC1.1 Understanding the Hospitality and
Catering Industry.
Key Terms:
Types of Ratings:
Michelin guide

AA guide

Good food guide

Online and written
reviews

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hospitality
Catering
Commercial
Non commercial
Residential
Non residential
Service

